Abstract. Facial expression perception and production are crucial for social functioning. Children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are impaired in their ability to produce and perceive dynamic facial expressions, which may contribute to social deficits. Here we present a novel intervention system for improving facial expression perception and production in children with ASD based on computer vision. We present a live demo of the Emotion Mirror, a game where the children make facial expressions of basic emotions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise) that are "mirrored" by a cartoon character on the screen who responds dynamically in real-time. In the reverse mirror condition, the character makes an expression and children are rewarded when they successfully copy the expression of the character. This application demonstrates a novel intersection of computer vision and medicine enabled by real-time facial expression processing.
Introduction
Recent advances in automated facial expression recognition technology open new possibilities for clinical research, including assessment and interventions. Children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are impaired in their ability to produce [1] and perceive dynamic facial expressions [2] . This demo stems from a multidisciplinary research effort to develop and evaluate a computer assisted intervention system to enhance the facial expression skills of children with ASD that merges the expertise of researchers in computer vision, face perception, autism, and social neuroscience. Advanced computer vision technology can now be leveraged in the investigation of the facial expression perception and production deficits in children with ASD. This technology can be used to quantify deficits in a way that was impractical with previously existing methods, and to create real-time interventions aimed at reducing production and perception deficits.
Here we present a live demo of an intervention game developed for this project called the Emotion Mirror. This is an intervention focused on expression production, which provides real-time feedback on the child's own expressions. The goal is to improve the child's facial expression displays, and also to link motor movement with perception in order to recruit the motor system in the recognition and understanding of the emotion. A body of research in cognitive neuroscience has linked expression perception with motor production systems in the brain, and it has been proposed that a dysfunction in the mirror neuron system may underlie social deficits in autism. e.g. [3] .
The Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox
The facial expression recognition engine behind the Emotion Mirror is the Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox (CERT) [4] . CERT is a fully automated system for measuring facial expressions in real time [4] . CERT automatically codes the intensity of 6 expressions of basic emotion, 3 dimensions of head pose (yaw, pitch, and roll, as well as the 20 facial actions from the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [5] most related to emotion. FACS is a system for objectively coding facial expressions in terms of elemental movements, called action units (AUs), which roughly correspond with individual facial muscle movements. The technical approach to CERT is an appearance-based discriminative approach. Such approaches have proven highly robust and fast for face detection and tracking (e.g. [6] ), and have enabled real-time facial expression applications. See [4] for more information on system design and benchmark performance measures. CERT operates in real time at approximately 12-15 frames per second, and is available for academic use.
The Emotion Mirror
The emotion mirror is an intervention game in which an avatar responds to facial expression of the subject in real-time. In one condition, the character mirrors the participant's expression ('it mimics you'). The participant is prompted to make one of 6 expressions, and when the expression is successfully produced, the character mirrors the participant's expression. In the reverse condition ('you mimic it') the subject copies the character's expression. As the participant approximates the expression of the character, an ice-cream cone grows by increasing in units of scoops and toppings. A softmax competition between CERT's six expressions of basic emotion and neutral mediates the matching signal between the prompted emotion and that of the participant. This matching signal drives the character's expression intensity in 'it mimics you' and the height of the ice cream in 'you mimic it' in proportion to the participant's expression intensity. The game includes a selection of engaging animated characters that range in visual complexity. It is well known that children with ASD tend to be more comfortable with visually simple displays, and are more comfortable with robots and animals than with human faces. The avatars in the intervention game therefore range from animals, to outer-space creatures, to a more realistic human avatar for which children can choose gender, skin color, and hair color to match their own. See Figure 2 . The task knits expressive production and perception as it is the participant's own face that drives the expressions shown on the avatar, and provides feedback and practice in facial expression mirroring behaviors. The intervention design is a mobile, low cost, platform to improve facial expression production in children with ASD. The hardware for the platform consists of a laptop computer equipped with an integrated Web camera. The software components for the intervention platform consist of (1) 
Discussion
Recent advances in computer vision open new avenues for computer assisted intervention programs that target critical skills for social interaction, including the timing, morphology and dynamics of facial expressions. Such systems enable investigations into the learning of facial expression production that were previously not possible. The Emotion Mirror presents pioneering work to develop an engaging intervention system for facial expression processing based on automatic facial expression recognition technology. Importantly, this intervention links motor production with perception in a real-time feedback system. Expression understanding may span multiple brain structures [7] , which must communicate and pass activation through time. Disorders of temporal processing at any level of this system, whether it is in perception, production, or passing of activation between brain structures, could disrupt this system and hence disrupt emotion understanding. Temporal processing deficits have been demonstrated in autism, and may underlie a range of impairments [8] . Together, this suggests that social processing interventions should tap multiple processes, not individually, but together and at the right temporal intervals. Recent technology from computer vision and animation opens up new possibilities for intervention systems that link perception, production, and reward on timescales related to social responding. Such technology contributes not only to potential treatments, but also to the study of learning and plasticity in perception and production systems, and to understanding the cognitive neuroscience of emotion [9] .
